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There was a very small number of entries this series. Although most administrative 

procedures were assiduously observed by the majority of centres, some samples arrived with 

the monitor some time after the deadline and other centres exhibited confusion over how to 

transfer grades achieved in previous series. Centres are advised to consult the latest edition of 

the Pearson Edexcel Administrative Support Guide for the Endorsement when submitting 

grades and samples. 

It was pleasing to see that all centres applied the assessment criteria accurately and it was 

possible to confirm all submitted grades. 

At Pass level, most candidates tackled challenging topics such as ‘Prejudice and Stereotypes’ 

and ‘The Effects of Pollution on Animals’. However, these were presented in straightforward 

ways which perhaps did not do full justice to the capabilities of candidates. Other topics, such 

as an account of supporting a local football club, offered less potential for achieving a Merit 

grade. It is worth reminding centres that, whilst some topics appear limiting, candidates can 

be guided towards an approach or a focus which may involve a greater degree of challenge. 

At Merit level, it was encouraging to see some interesting and challenging topics such as ‘What 

is Consciousness?’ and ‘Mental Health in Sport’. Candidates tended to present well-structured 

talks based on research and developed personal opinion but did not always use a range of 

strategies to engage audiences, thus preventing them from accessing the Distinction grade. 

No Distinction grades were submitted. 

Centres are reminded that the quality of questioning can help candidates to access the higher 

grades. Open questions which engage closely with the substance of a presentation can 

prompt the perceptive responses which are needed to achieve a Distinction grade. 
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